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- Catalogs of all the shortcuts on your desktop - Shortcuts can be customized by category, location or even by extension Option to add the app to the desktop - Support for categories (Folders, Downloads,...) - Option to create an Icon on the
desktop - Option to store shortcuts in a defined folder - Option to add a shortcut to the taskbar - Option to add a shortcut
to a start menu - Option to set the desktop clock with the shortcut - List can be sorted by category, location, extension,
etc. - Filterable list - Keyboard shortcut can be added ShortCutsManager provides you with a convenient method to keep
your desktop uncluttered. All the folders and Internet URLs can be easily organized in a comprehensive and intuitive
window that enables you to access them with just a click. The main purpose of this application is to significantly increase
your productivity by avoiding the repeat of the same action, which takes time and can be quite frustrating. With
ShortCutsManager, you can overcome this inconvenient and increase work efficiency. The main interface of the
application is simple, consisting of a single window that can help you store and manage all the shortcuts. Adding a new
item to the list is just a matter of a few clicks. You have to assign a relevant name to the entry, in order to identify it
easier and enter the URL, in case of a website or the location on the hard disk, if it is a folder we are talking about. All
the added shortcuts are neatly displayed within the main window, in an organized manner. The contents of the generated
table can be filtered and set to display the folders, the web URLs or both. Additionally, if your list is getting quite long,
the search function can assist you in finding the shortcut you need. ShortCutsManager can be set to run at system startup,
in order to have all your frequently used folders and links at your fingertips. On the downside, the application cannot store
links to files or important system locations, such as the Control Panel. ShortCutsManager Description: - Catalogs of all
the shortcuts on your desktop - Shortcuts can be customized by category, location or even by extension - Option to add
the app to the desktop - Support for categories (Folders, Downloads,...) - Option to create an Icon on the desktop - Option
to store shortcuts in a defined folder - Option to add a shortcut to the taskbar
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>> Organize, sort and manage your favorite folders and URLs with the help of ShortCutsManager Serial Key. >> Very
easy to use! >> Saves your time! >> Automatically runs at system startup! >> Import and export your favorite shortcuts!
>> Add a URL in seconds! The name says it all: Shortcuts Manager, a handy application that helps you organize your
shortcuts by category, and make them all available at once. All the entries of the chosen category are listed in a table. You
can rearrange, edit or remove them, or show or hide them by category. The shortcuts can be stored on the desktop, and
you can add links to files on your system by opening them in the corresponding folder. The interface is self-explanatory:
you just have to enter the name of the category, and Shortcuts Manager will show all the shortcut entries of that category.
Shortcuts Manager Description: >> Organize, sort and manage your shortcuts! >> Add shortcuts to files by opening them
in the corresponding folder! >> Automatically runs at system startup! Not all shortcuts are alike. Some are unique to your
desktop. Others can be easily duplicated, or even modified. Others you use regularly. Others rarely. In addition, some
shortcuts are vital and you should be sure to keep them at the ready. Others are commonplace. You can group them, make
them easier to find. In a nutshell, Shortcuts Manager can help you with all that. This unique and powerful application
enables you to organize your shortcuts by category: Desktop, Web and the rest. You can even edit their properties, and
group and sort them, so you always know where you should find them. You can even create shortcuts that perform
complex actions. Shortcuts Manager can also show, or hide, the shortcuts by category, allowing you to quickly access all
your shortcuts in a specific category. The application is also fully compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP and 2000, and
with all Windows versions. Shortcuts Manager Description: >> Organize and create your shortcuts by category! >> Group
and sort the shortcuts by category! >> Show, or hide, the shortcuts by category! >> Edit the shortcuts by category! >>
Automatically runs at system startup! Shortcuts Manager is a handy application for you to organize, sort and manage your
shortcuts. The application allows you to view, edit or remove shortcuts by category, including Desktop, Web and the
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ShortCutsManager
ShortCutsManager provides you with a convenient method to keep your desktop uncluttered. All the folders and Internet
URLs can be easily organized in a comprehensive and intuitive window that enables you to access them with just a click.
The main purpose of this application is to significantly increase your productivity by avoiding the repeat of the same
action, which takes time and can be quite frustrating. With ShortCutsManager, you can overcome this inconvenient and
increase work efficiency. The main interface of the application is simple, consisting of a single window that can help you
store and manage all the shortcuts. Adding a new item to the list is just a matter of a few clicks. You have to assign a
relevant name to the entry, in order to identify it easier and enter the URL, in case of a website or the location on the hard
disk, if it is a folder we are talking about. All the added shortcuts are neatly displayed within the main window, in an
organized manner. The contents of the generated table can be filtered and set to display the folders, the web URLs or
both. Additionally, if your list is getting quite long, the search function can assist you in finding the shortcut you need.
ShortCutsManager can be set to run at system startup, in order to have all your frequently used folders and links at your
fingertips. On the downside, the application cannot store links to files or important system locations, such as the Control
Panel. ShortCutsManager is a useful tool that can somewhat replace the shortcuts on the desktop or the items in the
taskbar, providing instant access to all your favorite folders. However, extra capabilities for storing all types of items
would surely add to its value. BasicLnk Scanner is a utility for automated file system scan for all shortcuts, including
desktop, start menu and desktop icon shortcuts for Windows XP. Also support Windows Vista and Windows 7. It's also
allows to detect new shortcuts and suggest you to add them to the list for easier access. It can list, count and copy
shortcuts. You can set an optional password for the shortcuts. BasicLnk Scanner is the complete shortcut scanner solution
for your PC. No other shortcut scanner can do what this program can do! Description: This application creates a virtual
drive (Mounted Virtual File System, MFS) with a set of files for Windows 95/98/Me. The created MFS appears as a real
hard drive to the operating system as an internal disk drive (drive

What's New In?
ShortCutsManager provides you with a convenient method to keep your desktop uncluttered. All the folders and Internet
URLs can be easily organized in a comprehensive and intuitive window that enables you to access them with just a click.
The main purpose of this application is to significantly increase your productivity by avoiding the repeat of the same
action, which takes time and can be quite frustrating. With ShortCutsManager, you can overcome this inconvenient and
increase work efficiency. The main interface of the application is simple, consisting of a single window that can help you
store and manage all the shortcuts. Adding a new item to the list is just a matter of a few clicks. You have to assign a
relevant name to the entry, in order to identify it easier and enter the URL, in case of a website or the location on the hard
disk, if it is a folder we are talking about. All the added shortcuts are neatly displayed within the main window, in an
organized manner. The contents of the generated table can be filtered and set to display the folders, the web URLs or
both. Additionally, if your list is getting quite long, the search function can assist you in finding the shortcut you need.
ShortCutsManager can be set to run at system startup, in order to have all your frequently used folders and links at your
fingertips. On the downside, the application cannot store links to files or important system locations, such as the Control
Panel. ShortCutsManager is a useful tool that can somewhat replace the shortcuts on the desktop or the items in the
taskbar, providing instant access to all your favorite folders. However, extra capabilities for storing all types of items
would surely add to its value. Installs in 4 minutes Filter by license Freeware Shortcuts Manager is a fast and easy-to-use
application that allows you to store URLs or shortcuts for files and folders on the desktop, and to use them quickly. To
add a shortcut, you can type the URL or select it from the "Select" file list. You can arrange your shortcuts in folders and
subfolders, add, remove or reorder them, or add one-click favorites for quickly accessing them. What is new in official
Shortcuts Manager 1.2 software version? - A large number of new features and improvements. What is expected in the
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future? Newly-made Shortcuts Manager 1.3 be downloaded from current page, we also looking forward to unconfirmed
1.4 release build. You may download shortcuts_manager.zip directly, estimated download time by ISDN or CDMA [~128
kbit/s] is 0:00:18. Just write the reviews of the Shortcuts Manager. Buy Shortcuts Manager license now. System
requirements Windows XP/Vista/7, 8/8.1 Language English Visibility Public Requires installation Install Shortcuts
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System Requirements For ShortCutsManager:
OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel i3/AMD FX-4100 or higher Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX
11 compatible video card with at least 1 GB VRAM Storage: 5 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core
i5 or AMD Phenom II X4 955 or higher Memory
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